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In recent years, reversible logic gates have garnered significant interest because of their 

potential to decrease energy consumption and meet the growing need for low-power 

computing systems. Unlike conventional logic gates, reversible logic gates ensure that 

no information loss happens during computation, allowing for the reversal of the entire 

computation process. This unique characteristic opens up new avenues for developing 

energy-efficient digital circuits. This review paper serves as a vital contribution to the 

field by addressing a noticeable gap in the existing literature regarding reversible logic 

gates. The study not only comprehensively analyzes the array of reversible logic gates 

available but also underscores their practical applications and significance. It 

encompasses a wide variety of reversible logic gates, including Toffoli gates, Fredkin 

gates, and newer innovations. It is found that Toffoli gates outperformed in terms of 

gate count and quantum cost reduction, making them a preferred choice for quantum 

circuit optimization. Additionally, Fredkin gates showed exceptional performance in 

specific applications, like data swapping and quantum state control. The digital circuits 

like adders, multiplexers, ALU etc. are successfully designed using reversible gates like 

HNG, DKG etc. The significant gap this study fills lies in the need for a consolidated 

and in-depth analysis of the state-of-the-art reversible logic gates and their real-world 

utility. While prior research has discussed these gates individually, this paper takes a 

novel approach by offering a holistic assessment of their performance, quantum cost, 

gate count, and practical applications, thereby presenting a comprehensive resource for 

researchers, engineers, and designers in the field. This innovative contribution plays a 

pivotal role in shaping the progress of energy-efficient and quantum computing systems 

as well as in optimizing VLSI chip designs for various applications, with a particular 

emphasis on enhancing cryptographic and data processing capabilities. The findings of 

this review aim to stimulate further research and development in reversible computing, 

contributing to the advancement of energy-efficient and information-preserving 

computing systems.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Gordon Moore, one of the co-founders of Intel Corporation, 

made a famous prediction in 1965 that came to be known as 

Moore's Law [1]. He noted that the doubling of transistors on 

a silicon chip occurred at approximately two-year intervals, 

resulting in a notable augmentation of computing capabilities. 

The reduction in feature size has led to several implementation 

and operational difficulties. It is difficult for CMOS 

technology to continue to the required level of growth. Since 

the power consumption of CMOS circuit increases with clock 

frequency and the frequency determines the computation 

speed and performance, an increase in performance also 

increases the power consumption [2]. The challenge is the 

unsustainable relationship between power consumption versus 

performance. 

The Landauer principles [3, 4] states that the removal of one 

bit of information during an irreversible computation 

necessitates a minimum energy dissipation of approximately 

kT ln(2), where 'k' represents the Boltzmann constant, and 'T' 

denotes the temperature in Kelvin. This principle implies that 

for each bit erased, a minimum of kT ln(2) joules of energy 

must be dissipated in the form of heat. In 1973, Charles H. 

Bennett published a groundbreaking study titled "Logical 

Reversibility of Computation," which laid the foundation for 

the field of reversible computing [5]. Bennett's study [6] 

explored the theoretical underpinnings and implications of 

reversible computation, focusing on its fundamental 
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connection to thermodynamics and information theory. In the 

study, Bennett demonstrated that logical reversibility is a key 

concept in achieving energy-efficient computation. The 

concept of reversible computation, which he introduced, 

involves a scenario in which every computational step is 

entirely invertible. This feature permits the retrieval of the 

initial state from the final state with no information loss. 

Bennett's work showed that reversible computation has 

significant implications for reducing energy dissipation in 

computing systems.  

Reversible logic, also known as reversible computing or 

reversible gates, is a computing paradigm that focuses on 

designing logic circuits or systems that can perform 

computations without losing information [7]. Unlike 

conventional logic gates, which are irreversible that discard or 

overwrite bits, and can result in information loss through 

dissipative processes like heat generation, reversible logic 

gates guarantee the individual recovery of all input 

information from the output, establishing a direct one-to-one 

relationship between the input and output. This property 

enables the computation to be reversible, allowing the system 

to be able to "undo" operations and revert back to the original 

state. This preservation of information allows for energy 

conservation since no energy is dissipated as heat due to 

information loss. The major advantages which one can gain by 

using reversible logic circuits are: 

Energy efficiency: Reversible logic gates are engineered 

with the goal of reducing energy dissipation [8] while 

preserving all information throughout computation. As the 

feature size decreases, power density and leakage currents 

become more significant challenges. By adopting reversible 

logic, which inherently aims to conserve energy, it is possible 

to reduce power consumption and mitigate some of the energy-

related challenges associated with scaling [9]. 

Reduced gate count: Reversible logic gates typically have 

fewer gates compared to their irreversible counterparts for 

achieving the same functionality. This reduction in gate count 

can be advantageous in VLSI chip design, as it helps to 

minimize the increasing complexity and fabrication challenges 

caused by shrinking feature sizes. Fewer gates lead to simpler 

designs, which can enhance manufacturability, yield, and 

overall circuit performance. 

Signal integrity: Reversible logic gates often exhibit lower 

fan-out and reduced signal propagation delays compared to 

irreversible gates [10]. These characteristics can help maintain 

better signal integrity and alleviate some of the challenges 

related to interconnect delays, crosstalk, and power supply 

noise. By reducing the impact of signal integrity issues, 

reversible logic can contribute to more reliable and efficient 

circuit operation. 

Quantum computing considerations: Reversible logic 

gates have a vital role within the domain of quantum 

computing [11], which utilizes quantum bits (Qubits) [12-14] 

that must maintain coherence throughout computation. While 

reversible logic in classical VLSI chips does not directly 

address quantum computing challenges, the experience gained 

from reversible logic design techniques and circuit 

optimization approaches can be valuable for developing future 

quantum computing technologies.  

Reversible logic along with process technology 

advancements, device engineering, circuit design 

methodologies, and manufacturing techniques offers potential 

benefits in terms of energy efficiency, gate count reduction, 

and signal integrity. Reversible logic has the potential to 

drastically reduce power consumption in computing systems, 

making it a promising approach for energy-efficient 

computing, especially in scenarios where power consumption 

is a critical factor, such as in quantum computing, 

nanotechnology, and low-power embedded systems [15]. 

Reversible logic gates, such as the Feynman gate, Fredkin gate, 

Toffoli gate, and Peres gate, Feynman double gate [16-18], 

have been developed as building blocks for reversible circuits. 

These gates have the property of being reversible, allowing 

computations to be performed with guaranteed information 

preservation. Research in the area of reversible logic 

encompasses various aspects, including circuit design, 

synthesis, optimization, fault tolerance, and applications. 

Researchers continue to explore and develop reversible logic 

design techniques, algorithms, and architectures to harness its 

benefits in various applications. Currently, reversible logic is 

used to implement various combinational and sequential 

circuits like ALU, counters, encoders, flip flops, fault checkers, 

etc. [19]. Some research directions and recent advancements 

in the field are as follows: 

Circuit design and synthesis: Researchers are developing 

efficient methodologies for designing and synthesizing 

reversible circuits [20-28]. This involves the exploration of 

novel gate libraries, reversible gates, and building blocks that 

can perform computations without any loss of information. 

Optimization techniques: Several optimization techniques 

are being explored to lessen the number of gates, garbage 

outputs, and quantum cost of reversible circuits [29-40]. This 

includes approaches like gate-level optimization, logic 

synthesis, gate swapping, and technology mapping. 

Quantum reversible logic: Reversible logic plays a 

significant role in quantum computing [39]. Researchers are 

investigating reversible logic synthesis techniques tailored for 

quantum circuits. The objective is to minimize the quantum 

cost and improve the overall efficiency of quantum 

computations [41, 42]. 

Fault-tolerant reversible logic: Fault tolerance is crucial 

in any computing system. Researchers are studying fault-

tolerant designs and fault diagnosis techniques for reversible 

logic circuits. Redundancy-based approaches, error detection 

and correction codes, and fault modeling are areas of active 

research in the area of reversible logic [43-46]. 

Reversible logic applications: Reversible logic has 

applications in various fields, including cryptography, image 

processing, data compression, quantum computing, and low-

power computing [47-50]. Research focuses on developing 

efficient reversible algorithms and architectures for these 

applications. 

Quantum computing and reversible logic: Reversible 

logic is deeply connected to quantum computing due to the 

reversible nature of quantum operations [51-56]. Research 

explores the relationship between reversible logic and 

quantum computing, including the development of reversible 

quantum gates and reversible circuit synthesis for quantum 

algorithms. 

Reversible logic and energy efficiency: One of the key 

motivations behind reversible logic is energy efficiency [57]. 

Researchers investigate the impact of reversible logic in 

reducing power consumption, heat dissipation, and overall 

energy requirements in different computing paradigms, such 

as classical and quantum computing.  

These are just a few research directions within the area of 

reversible logic. This field draws attention from all disciplines 

involving aspects of computer science, electrical engineering, 
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quantum physics, and information theory. Ongoing research 

aims to improve the theoretical foundations, design 

methodologies, and practical implementation of reversible 

logic, with the goal of realizing energy-efficient computing 

systems. In this study, our primary objective is to 

comprehensively analyze the performance and applications of 

various reversible logic gates. Specifically, we aim to address 

the following aspects: 

•The quantum cost and gate count associated with different 

reversible logic gates.  

•Real-world applications and implications of these gates, 

with a particular focus on their relevance in quantum 

computing, energy-efficient computing, and VLSI chip design. 

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an 

in-depth analysis of the basic parameters associated with 

various reversible logic gates. In Section 3, we explore all 

gates invented till date. Section 4 offers a comparative analysis 

of our findings and highlights the practical benefits and 

implications of our research along with its popular 

applications. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude by 

summarizing our work and underscoring its novelty and 

significance. 

 

 

2. BASIC PARAMETERS 

 

As defined in literature [58], there are several terminologies 

and parameters related to reversible logics. In this section, the 

terminologies are explained in detail: 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Reversible logic gate 

 

The reversible logic gate is a logic device having n inputs 

and n outputs as shown in Figure 1. The 'n' inputs are a 

combination of 'a' primary inputs and 'b' constant inputs 

(a+b=n), and similarly ‘n’ outputs on the output side, which 

are made up of 'x' primary outputs and 'y' garbage outputs such 

that x+y=n. The reversible circuit should be designed in such 

a way that it requires reversible logic gates, input constant, and 

garbage outputs minimum. 

Constant inputs: These are fixed inputs provided to the 

reversible gate that do not change. They can be used to control 

the gate's behavior or enforce specific logic operations. They 

are essential for achieving specific computations, optimizing 

circuit performance, and enhancing the flexibility and 

programmability of reversible logic circuits.  

Garbage outputs: In reversible computing, garbage 

outputs refer to the bits that do not contribute to the final output 

and are essentially discarded. Minimizing the number of 

garbage outputs is crucial in designing efficient reversible 

circuits. One has to preserve the following relation while 

designing a reversible circuit: 

inputs+constant inputs=outputs+garbage outputs. 

Fan-out: In reversible logic, the fan-out parameter refers to 

the maximum number of gates that can directly receive the 

output of a particular gate without any additional measures, 

such as auxiliary gates or circuit modifications; while 

maintaining reversibility and the direct correspondence 

between input and output states remains a one-to-one 

relationship. Unlike classical logic gates, achieving direct fan-

out in reversible logic is challenging due to the requirement of 

preserving information and reversibility. The reversible gates 

used in the circuit design should ensure that each input state 

maps to a unique output state, making it difficult to directly 

connect multiple gates to a single output without violating this 

property. Fan-out, the number of times an output is used as an 

input in reversible logic circuits, impacts performance and 

design. High fan-out can increase gate complexity because 

gates with multiple inputs (controlled by the fan-out) may 

require additional resources to maintain reversibility; increase 

propagation delay as when an output is connected to multiple 

inputs of other gates (high fan-out), it can slow down the 

circuit's overall operation because the signal must fan out to 

multiple destinations, potentially causing delays; increase 

quantum cost as more gates may be needed to achieve the same 

functionality and the need to manage garbage outputs. 

Designers must balance fan-out to optimize circuit efficiency 

while preserving reversibility.  

Flexibility: Flexibility shows the universality of reversible 

logic gates. Flexibility in reversible logic gates refers to their 

ability to perform a wide range of computational tasks while 

still adhering to the principles of reversibility. This includes 

not just performing basic logical operations but also more 

complex transformations and computations. A flexible 

reversible logic gate should be capable of emulating any other 

reversible or irreversible gate or circuit. The Toffoli gate, for 

example, is a commonly used universal reversible gate that can 

emulate various other gates and functions. To achieve 

reversibility, we need minimal garbage output, minimal delay, 

and no feedback/loops. 

Delay: The delay parameter refers to the time required for 

a reversible gate or circuit to propagate its input changes to the 

output. It represents the time delay experienced by the signals 

passing through the gate or circuit. The definition relies on two 

underlying premises: (i) Each gate carries out the computation 

within a single unit of time, and (ii) All inputs to the circuit are 

accessible prior to the commencement of computation. 

Gate count: It is measure of the total number of reversible 

gates used in a circuit. It indicates the complexity of the circuit 

and affects factors such as circuit size, power consumption, 

and delay. 

Hardware complexity: Each reversible gate performs a 

specific logic operation, such as AND, OR, EX-OR, or NOT. 

The gate's functionality is defined by the way it transforms the 

input signals into output signals. For example, the Toffoli gate 

performs a controlled NOT operation, while the Fredkin gate 

swaps the values of two input bits based on a control bit. The 

hardware complexity determines the number of logical 

operations performed in the circuit, such as AND, OR, EX-OR. 

In the realm of reversible logic gates, hardware complexity can 

significantly impact: 

•Performance: Complex gates can slow down the circuit 

operation. 

•Quantum cost: High complexity can raise the quantum cost 

in quantum computing. 

•Gate count: More complex gates demand more resources, 

affecting cost and scalability. 

•Reliability: Complexity can increase error probabilities 

affecting reliability. 
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•Resource efficiency: Simplifying gates is crucial for 

efficient resource utilization. 

•Ease of programming: Simpler gates are easier to program 

and maintain, thereby reducing development costs. 

Reversibility degree: The reversibility degree measures the 

extent to which a circuit or gate is reversible. It refers to the 

ratio of the number of input combinations that yield unique 

output combinations to the total number of possible input 

combinations.  

 

Reversibility Degree=(Number of Unique Output 

Combinations)/(Total Number of Possible Input 

Combinations) 

 

For example, as for a 2×2 reversible Peres gate, there will 

be 4 unique input and output combinations, hence its 

reversibility degree is 100%. 

Quantum cost: Quantum cost measures the computational 

resources required to implement a reversible logic gate. It is 

often quantified in terms of the number of two qubit gates or 

elementary gates (such as NOT, CNOT, and Toffoli gates) 

needed to construct a given reversible gate. Quantum cost 

optimization is an important consideration in reversible logic 

design, as minimizing the quantum cost leads to more efficient 

and less resource-intensive implementations. Various 

techniques and algorithms, such as synthesis and optimization 

tools, can be employed to reduce the quantum cost of 

reversible logic circuits. Strategies for optimization include 

gate count reduction, gate synthesis, compiler optimization, 

heuristic methods, and the use of error correction techniques. 

Ongoing research and libraries of pre-optimized gates 

contribute to improving efficiency in quantum computation. 

In summary, each parameter impacts the efficiency and 

effectiveness of reversible logic gates by influencing factors 

like speed, resource consumption, reliability, ease of design 

and maintenance, and suitability for various applications. 

Reducing gate count, fan-out, hardware complexity, garbage 

output, quantum cost, and resource demands all lead to more 

efficient and effective circuits. 

In the next section, the discussion on reversible gates 

available in the literature till now is presented. 

 

 

3. REVERSIBLE LOGIC GATES 

 

The methodology for this research paper involves a 

comprehensive and systematic analysis of various reversible 

logic gates and their applications mentioned in research papers. 

The selection of reversible logic gates for analysis was based 

on several key criteria, including their historical significance, 

prevalence in modern applications, and representation of 

different gate types. The chosen gates represent a spectrum of 

gate functionalities, including Toffoli gates, Fredkin gates, and 

newer innovations, allowing for a comprehensive analysis of 

the field. The applications of reversible logic gates were 

analyzed through a multi-faceted approach. This involved 

studying their use in quantum computing, energy-efficient 

computing systems, and VLSI chip design. A comparative 

analysis was conducted to assess their performance in these 

domains. Real-world implementations and case studies were 

also examined to understand the practical implications. The 

upcoming subsection introduces reversible gates categorized 

by the dimensions of their inputs and outputs. According to the 

latest developments in the field, the largest input and output 

size achievable stands at 6. 

 

3.1 2×2 reversible logic gates 

 

3.1.1 CNOT / FEYNMAN gate 

The CNOT gate, short for Controlled-NOT gate [59], is a 

fundamental reversible logic gate (Figure 2) commonly used 

in reversible computing and quantum computing. This gate is 

a 2×2 gate having two inputs clubbed together in the vector 

form as In={X, Y} and similarly outputs as Out={X, X⊕Y}. 

It operates on two input bits, a control bit (X) and a target bit 

(Y), and produces two output bits, maintaining the same 

control bit and possibly flipping the target bit.  

The behavior of the CNOT gate can be summarized as 

follows: 

If the control bit (X) is 0, the output remains the same as the 

input: (X, Y) → (X, Y). 

If the control bit (X) is 1, the target bit (Y) is flipped: (X, Y) 

→ (X, NOT(Y)). 

In other words, the CNOT gate copies the value of the 

control bit to the target bit when the control bit is 1, and leaves 

the target bit unchanged when the control bit is 0. The CNOT 

gate is a fundamental component in quantum error correction 

codes, such as the surface code. The quantum cost is 1. It is 

used to propagate errors and perform syndrome measurements, 

allowing the detection and correction of errors that occur 

during quantum computations. Feynman gate is used for 

duplication of outputs.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. CNOT gate 

 

3.2 3×3 reversible logic gates 

 

3.2.1 TOFFOLI gate 

The Toffoli gate (Figure 3), also known as the Controlled-

Controlled-Not (CCNOT) gate, is a fundamental gate in 

quantum computing. It is named after the physicist Tommaso 

Toffoli, who first introduced it in 1980. This gate is 

characterized by 3 inputs and 3 outputs as its 3×3 gate. The 

inputs are clubbed together to represent in the form of a vector 

as In={X, Y, Z} and the output as Out={X, Y, XY⊕Z}. The 

last bit is the target bit, the rest are control bits, when the 

control bit is 1, the target bit is inverted. The quantum cost is 

5. Toffoli gate can be used to realize any function, hence it is 

known as a universal reversible gate [60]. It is used for 

quantum error correction applications [61]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. TOFFOLI gate 
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3.2.2 FREDKIN gate 

The Fredkin gate as shown in Figure 4, also known as the 

Controlled-Swap (CSWAP) gate or the Controlled-

Permutation gate, is a reversible three-Qubits gate named after 

the computer scientist Edward Fredkin who invented it in 1982 

[17]. The set of input are In={X, Y, Z} and the outputs are 

Out={X, XY⊕XZ, X’Z⊕XY}. The input X is mapped 

directly to the output A. If X=0, Y is mapped to B, Z is mapped 

to C. If X=1, a swap operation is performed and Y is mapped 

to C and Z is mapped to B. Therefore, it is also known as a 

Controlled SWAP gate. The quantum cost is 5. Fredkin gate is 

used to preserve parity [62]. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. FREDKIN gate 

 

3.2.3 PERES gate 

The PERES gate (Figure 5), also known as the Peres-

Horodecki gate, is a two-qubit gate named after Asher Peres 

and Michał Horodecki, who contributed to its study in 1996 

[16]. It is an entanglement detection gate that determines 

whether two Qubits are entangled or separable. The input is 

represented as In={X, Y, Z} and the output is represented as 

Out={X, X⊕Y, XY⊕Z}. The quantum cost is 4. TRG gate is 

used for the implementation of a full subtractor. Peres gate can 

be used to realize functions like NOT, AND, NAND, XOR 

[61]. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. PERES gate 

 

3.2.4 Double Feynman gate 

The input is represented as In={X, Y, Z} and the output is 

represented as Out={X, X⊕Y, X⊕Z}. The quantum cost is 2. 

Double Feynman gate shown in Figure 6 is a parity preserving 

gate [63, 64]. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. DOUBLE FEYNMAN gate 

 

3.2.5 BJN gate 

In Figure 7, BJN gate is shown. The input is represented as 

In={X, Y, Z} and the output is expressed as Out={X, 

Y,(X+Y)⊕Z}. The quantum cost is 5 [62]. 

 
 

Figure 7. BJN gate 

 

3.2.6 RMUX 1 gate 

The input is represented as In={X, Y, Z} and the output is 

represented as Out={X, X’Y+XZ, X’Z+XY'}. The quantum 

cost is 4. RMUX1 gate as shown in Figure 8 works as a 2:1 

MUX, where X is the select line and Y&Z are the two inputs 

[65]. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. RMUX1 gate 

 

3.2.7 TRG gate 

The block diagram of TRG gate is shown in Figure 9. The 

input is represented as In={X, Y, Z} and the output is 

represented as Out={X, X⊕Y, XY’⊕Z'}. The quantum cost 

is 4. TRG gate is used for the implementation of a full 

subtractor circuit [65]. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. TRG gate 

 

3.2.8 NEW gate 

The block diagram of NEW gate is shown in Figure 10. The 

input is represented as In={X, Y, Z} and the output is 

represented as Out={X, XY⊕Z, X’Z’⊕Y’} [65].  

 

 
 

Figure 10. NEW gate 

 

3.2.9 SAM gate 

The input vector In={X, Y, Z} and the output vector 

Out={X’, X’Y⊕XZ’, X’Z⊕XY} for the SAM Gate is shown 

in Figure 11 [64]. 

 

3.2.10 NFT gate 

New fault tolerant gate is a gate for parity preserving. Its 

block diagram is shown in Figure 12. The input is represented 
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as In={X, Y, Z} and the output is represented as Out={X⊕Y, 

YZ’⊕XZ’, YZ⊕XZ’} [63]. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. SAM gate 

 

 
 

Figure 12. NFT gate 

 

3.2.11 RC-I gate 

RC-I gate is a single bit comparator circuit. Figure 13 

displays its block diagram. The input is represented as In={X, 

Y, Z} and the output is represented as Out={X, X’Y⊕Z, 

XY’⊕ Z}. It compares X and Y [66]. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. RC I gate 

 

3.2.12 UPG gate 

Universal programmable gate (UPG) as the name implies 

can be used to implement logical functions like NAND, AND 

OR, and NOR. The input is represented as In={X, Y, Z} and 

the output is represented as Out={X, (X+Y)⊕Z, XY⊕Z}. It 

can perform logical operations at low quantum cost. Its block 

diagram is shown in Figure 14 [65]. 

 

 
 

Figure 14. UPG Gate 

 

3.2.13. YAG gate 

The input is represented as In={X, Y, Z} and the output is 

represented as Out={X, (X⊕Y)⊕(XY⊕Z), XY⊕Z}.  

YAG is used to realize AND and OR functions. Its block 

diagram is shown in Figure 15 [67].  

 

3.2.14 RMUX2 gate 

The input is represented as In={X, Y, Z} and the output is 

represented as Out={X, XYv+XZ, X⊕(Y⊕Z)}. Its quantum 

cost is 4. In this gate, X is the select line, the gate gives the 

multiplexed output of Y and Z Its block diagram is shown in 

Figure 16 [65]. 
 

 
 

Figure 15. YAG gate 

 

 
 

Figure 16. RMUX2 gate 

 

3.2.15 HAS gate  

Half Adder Subtraction gate has quantum cost 5. The input 

is represented as In={X,Y,Z} and the output is represented as 

Out={X, X⊕Y⊕Z, X⊕Y⊕X’⊕Z}. HAS gate is used to 

implement BCD adder, carry skip BCD adder circuit, half 

adder, and full subtractor [68]. Its block diagram is shown in 

Figure 17. 

 

 
 

Figure 17. HAS gate 

 

3.3 4×4 reversible logic gates  

 

3.3.1 Double Peres gate 

Double Peres gate is used to implement the full adder [69]. 

Figure 18 represents its block diagram. The input is 

represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output is represented 

as Out={W, W⊕X, W⊕X⊕Z, (W⊕X)Z⊕WX⊕Y}. The 

quantum cost is 6.  

 

 
 

Figure 18. DPG gate 

 

3.3.2 MRG gate 

Marrison-Ranganathan gate (MRG) is a programmable gate. 

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output is 
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represented as Out ={W, W ⊕ X, (W ⊕ X) ⊕ Y, 

(WX⊕Z)⊕ (W⊕X)⊕Y}. The quantum cost is 6. The 4 

operations that MRG gate can perform are OR, NOR, XNOR, 

and XOR. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 19 [70]. 

 

 
 

Figure 19. MRG gate 

 

3.3.3 SAYEM gate 

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output 

is represented as Out={W, W’X⊕WY, W’X⊕WY⊕Z, 

WX⊕W’Y⊕Z}. The Sayem gate is a versatile component 

that can be employed in the construction of reversible standard 

sequential circuits, including popular flip-flop designs such as 

the T flip-flop and D flip-flop, in conjunction with the 

Feynman gate. This combination of components allows for the 

creation of advanced sequential logic circuits with the unique 

property of reversibility. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 

20 [60]. 

 

 
 

Figure 20. SAYME gate 

 

3.3.4 TSG gate  

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output 

is represented as Out={W, W’Y⊕X’, (W’Y⊕X’)⊕ Z, 

(W’Y⊕X’)Z⊕WX⊕Y}. The TSG gate, in conjunction with 

the CNOT (Controlled-NOT) gate, serves as the fundamental 

building block for the implementation of a full adder. This 

powerful combination of gates enables the creation of a full 

adder circuit, a fundamental component in digital arithmetic. 

Its block diagram is shown in Figure 21 [71]. 

 

 
 

Figure 21. TSG gate 

 

3.3.5 DKG gate  

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output 

is represented as Out={X, W’Y+WZ’, (W⊕X)(Y⊕Z)⊕YZ, 

X⊕Y⊕Z}. DKG gates can singly work as either a full adder 

or a full subtractor. W is the control line, if W is set to 0, it will 

work as full adder, and if W is set to 1, it will work as full 

subtractor. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 22 [71, 72]. 

 
 

Figure 22. DKG gate 

 

3.3.6 SCL gate  

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output 

is represented as Out={W, X, Y, W(X+Y)⊕Z}. SCL gate is 

used to add 6 to the sum for correcting it to get the actual BCD 

sum. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 23 [69]. 

 

 
 

Figure 23. SCL gate 

 

3.3.7 BVF gate  

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output 

is represented as Out={W, W⊕X, Y, Y⊕Z}. BVF is a double 

XOR gate. The BVF gate serves the purpose of extracting 

essential inputs to fulfill the fan-out requirements. Its block 

diagram is shown in Figure 24 [73].  

 

 
 

Figure 24. BVF gate 

 

3.3.8 ALG gate  

The input is represented as In={W,X,Y,Z} and the output is 

represented as Out={W, W⊕X⊕Y, (W⊕X)Y⊕(WX⊕Z), 

(W’⊕X)Y⊕(W’X⊕Z)}. The ALG gate can perform multiple 

operations like full adder, full subtractor, XOR, NAND, and 

NOR. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 25 [71]. 

 

 
 

Figure 25. ALG gate 

3.3.9 PPHCG gate  

Parity Preserving Hamming Code Generator (PPHCG) gate 

preseves parity. The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} 

and the output is represented as Out={X⊕Y⊕Z, W⊕X⊕Y, 

W⊕X⊕Z, W⊕Y⊕Z}. The quantum cost is 6. A PPHCG is 
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used to ensure fault tolerance in Hamming error coding and 

detection circuits by preserving the input data's parity, 

enhancing the accuracy and reliability of error detection and 

correction. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 26 [63]. 

 

 
 

Figure 26. PPHCG gate 

 

3.3.10 IG gate  

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output 

is represented as Out={X, W⊕X, WX⊕Y, XZ⊕X’(W⊕Z)} 

IG gate can be used to perform to perform logical operations 

like inverter, EX-OR, AND, EX-NOR and OR. It is a one- 

through gate which means one of the input variables is also the 

output. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 27 [74]. 

 

 
 

Figure 27. IG gate 

 

3.3.11 MKG gate  

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output 

is represented as Out={W, Y, (W’Z’ ⊕ X’) ⊕ Y, 

(W’Z’⊕X’)Y⊕ (WX⊕Z)}. MKG gate is used to realize 

logical functions like NAND, NOT, NOR, EX-OR, AND, EX-

NOR and OR. The MKG gate is categorized as a two-through 

gate, indicating that it has the distinct property of utilizing two 

of its input variables as outputs as well. Its block diagram is 

shown in Figure 28 [74]. 

 

 
 

Figure 28. MKG gate 

 

 
 

Figure 29. BME gate 

 

3.3.12 BME gate  

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output 

is represented as Out={W, WX⊕Y, WZ⊕Y, W’X⊕Y⊕Z}. 

The quantum cost is 5. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 

29 [68]. 

 

3.3.13 PTR gate  

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output 

is represented as Out={(X⊕Y)’, X⊕Y⊕Z, Z(X⊕Y)+XY, 

X’(Y⊕Z)=YZ}. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 30 [75]. 

 

 
 

Figure 30. PTR gate 

 

3.3.14 PAO gate 

The Peres And-Or Gate (PAOG) represents an extension of 

the Peres gate, specifically designed for ALU (Arithmetic 

Logic Unit) implementation. The input is expressed as 

In={V,W,X,Y,Z} and the output is expressed as Out={W, 

W⊕X, WX⊕Y, ((W⊕X) ⊕Z)⊕(WX⊕Y)}. The PAOG 

can be configured with two select inputs, allowing it to execute 

four unique logical operations on its two output signals. These 

operations encompass OR, NOR, AND, and NAND. This 

versatile gate has a quantum cost of 6, and its block diagram 

is visually represented in Figure 31 [65]. 

 

 
 

Figure 31. PAOG gate 

 

3.3.15 RC gate  

The input vector of reversible comparator gate is In={W, X, 

Y, Z} and the output is represented as Out={W, W⊕WX⊕Y, 

X⊕Y⊕WX, W⊕X⊕ Z}.The quantum cost is 5. Y and Z are 

the control lines when =0 and Z=1, it will compare W and X. 

Its block diagram is shown in Figure 32 [65]. 

 

 
 

Figure 32. RC gate 

 

3.3.16 RC-II gate 

RC-II gate is a reversible sign bit comparator. The input 

vector of Reversible comparator gate is In={W, X, Y, Z} and 

the output is represented as Out={W, W’X⊕Z, W⊕X⊕Y, 

WX’⊕Z}. RC-II gate is used to compare two unsigned bits. 
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Its block diagram is shown in Figure 33 [66]. 

 

 
 

Figure 33. RC-II gate 

 

3.3.17 HNG gate  

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output 

is represented as Out={W, X, W ⊕ X ⊕ Y, 

(W⊕X)Y⊕(WX⊕Z)}. The quantum cost of the HNG is 6. 

When Z=0, the circuit works as full adder. Its block diagram 

is shown in Figure 34 [65]. 

 

 
 

Figure 34. HNG gate 

 

3.3.18 HCG gate  

As outlined by James et al. [76], the Hamming Code 

Generating gate operates as a pass-through gate, wherein one 

of the input variables is simply mirrored as the output. Its 

block diagram is shown in Figure 35. The input is represented 

as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output is represented as Out={X, 

W⊕X⊕Y, W⊕X⊕Z, W⊕Y⊕Z}. HCG is used to 

implement Hamming error coding and detection circuits [75]. 

 

 
 

Figure 35. HCG gate 

 

3.3.19 FAS gate  

The Full Adder Subtraction (FAS) gate is capable of 

executing both full addition and full subtraction operations. 

The input is represented as In={W, X, Y, Z} and the output is 

represented as Out={W⊕X⊕Y, (X⊕Y⊕Z)W⊕(Y⊕Z)X, Y, 

X⊕Y⊕Z}. Its quantum cost is 8. Its block diagram is shown 

in Figure 36 [75]. 

 

 
 

Figure 36. FAS gate 

3.4 5×5 reversible logic gates  

 

3.4.1 PPRG gate 

Parity preserving reversible gate is the one through which 

means one of its inputs is also an output. It is a universal gate. 

The input is characterised as In={V, W, X, Y, Z} and the 

output is characterised as Out={V, (V’X’ ⊕ W’) ⊕ Y, 

(V’X’⊕W’)Y⊕VW⊕X, VW’⊕X’⊕ (V’X’⊕W’)’Y, 

(Y⊕Z)⊕VX}. P2RG gates can be singly used to build a full 

adder and full subtractor. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 

37 [77]. 

 

 
 

Figure 37. PPRG gate 

 

3.4.2 MG gate 

Morrison gate is programmable reversible logic gate. The 

input is represented as In={V, W, X, Y, Z} and the output is 

represented as Out={V, V⊕W, (V⊕W)⊕X,VW⊕Y, 

((V⊕W)⊕Z)⊕(VW⊕Y)}. The quantum cost of the MG is 7. 

Its block diagram is shown in Figure 38 [65].  

 

 
 

Figure 38. MG gate 

 

3.4.3 OD gate  

The input is enumerated as In={V, W, X, Y, Z}, while the 

output is enumerated by Out={(W+X)⊕Y⊕V, W, X, Y, 

(W+X)Y⊕Z⊕VY}. Overflow Detection gate has a quantum 

cost of 10. OD gate is used for overflow detection. Its block 

diagram is shown in Figure 39 [75]. 

 

 
 

Figure 39. OD gate 

 

3.4.4 NG-PP  

The input is characterised as In={V, W, X, Y, Z} and the 

output is characterised as Out={V, W, X, V⊕W⊕X⊕Y, 

V⊕W⊕X⊕Z}. The NG-PP gate incurs a quantum cost of 5, 

as reported by Misra et al. [78]. It is used as a parity generator 

and parity checker circuit [79]. Its block diagram is shown in 

Figure 40. 
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Figure 40. NG-PP gate 

 

3.4.5 HG-PP gate 

The input is described as In={V, W, X, Y, Z} and the output 

is described as Out={V⊕X⊕Z, W⊕X, X, Y⊕Z, Z}. The 

quantum cost of the HG-PP gate is 4. The number of 1’s in 

input and output are the same. HG-PP gate is used to design 

the hamming code [78, 80]. Its block diagram is shown in 

Figure 41 [75]. 

 

 
 

Figure 41. HG-PP gate 

 

3.5 6×6 reversible logic gates  

 

3.5.1 BSCL gate  

As per Rashmi et al. [81], the Binary Coded Decimal 

Subtraction Correction (BSCL) gate has a dual role. It can 

either compute correction logic for BCD subtraction or, based 

on the control signal, transmit the data directly to the 

output.The input is represented as In={U, V, W, X, Y, Z} and 

the output represented as Out={Z ⊕ Y, 

Z’U+Z[Y’{U ⊕ (V+W)}+Y{U+VWX}], 

Z’V+[Y(V⊕W)+Y(V⊕WX)], Z’W+ZY’W+ZY(W⊕X), 

Z⊕X, Z}. In this context, the control signal Z dictates the 

output behavior: when Z equals 0; U, V, W, X, and Y are 

directly transmitted to the output. However, if Z equals 1 and 

Y is 0, the output reflects the nine's complement of the input 

binary number represented by U, V, W, and X. Alternatively, 

if Y equals 1, the output results from adding the binary number 

0001 to UVWX, providing a valid corrected subtraction 

outcome. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 42 [75]. 

 

 
 

Figure 42. BSCL gate 

 

 

4. APPLICATIONS OF REVERSIBLE LOGIC GATES  

 

The application of reversible gates along with their quantum 

cost are tabulated in Table 1. The applications of some of the 

noteworthy reversible gates are mentioned below as well as 

Figure 43. 

CNOT gate: CNOT gates are fundamental in creating 

entanglement, implementing quantum algorithms, and 

performing quantum error correction. CNOT gates are 

employed in quantum key distribution protocols. They 

contribute to secure communication by creating entangled 

states for secure key exchange between parties. In quantum 

teleportation protocols, CNOT gates are used to transfer the 

state of one quantum system to another, a process critical in 

quantum communication and quantum networking. Beyond 

Shor's and Grover's algorithms, CNOT gates are integral in 

various quantum algorithms, including quantum simulations, 

optimization problems, and quantum machine learning. CNOT 

gates are used in reversible logic synthesis, random number 

generation circuits, designing reversible circuits, and creating 

reversible arithmetic and data processing circuits [76, 82]. 

Toffoli gate (CCNOT gate): Toffoli gates play a key role 

in the design of quantum circuits for various applications. 

They are used in creating quantum adders, multicontrolled 

gates, and quantum carry-lookahead circuits. Toffoli gates, 

along with other gates, are vital in creating quantum 

superposition states. Superposition is a fundamental quantum 

property used in many quantum algorithms and quantum data 

representations.Toffoli gates are utilized in reversible 

computing to design complex reversible circuits, reversible 

logic synthesis, and reversible arithmetic circuits. They are 

also used in quantum algorithms, quantum error correction, 

and implementing various logic gates in quantum circuits [83, 

84]. 

Fredkin gate (C-SWAP gate): Fredkin gates find 

applications in quantum permutation networks. These 

networks rearrange the order of quantum states, which is 

essential in quantum sorting algorithms and quantum data 

permutation tasks. The gates enable conditional swapping or 

routing of data in reversible data routing circuits and 

permutation networks. In quantum multiplexing, Fredkin gates 

are employed to combine and separate quantum states, a 

valuable process in quantum communication and networking. 

Fredkin gates find applications in reversible logic design, 

reversible arithmetic circuits, and reversible multiplexers [85-

89]. 

Peres gate (Peres-Horodecki gate): Peres gates are used in 

quantum data compression techniques, facilitating the 

efficient storage and transmission of quantum information. 

Peres gates are used to detect and analyze entanglement in 

quantum systems. They play a role in entanglement 

verification protocols and quantum information processing 

[90-93]. In quantum key distribution, they are employed to 

generate secure encryption keys, which are essential for 

quantum secure communication. The gates contribute to 

quantum channel estimation, an important process in quantum 

communication and information transmission. 

Feynman gate (Hadamard gate): Feynman gates, or 

Hadamard gates, create superposition and are employed in a 

wide range of quantum algorithms, including quantum search 

algorithms like Grover's algorithm [94-97]. 

Swap gate: Swap gates are used in quantum algorithms for 

reordering and swapping quantum states, such as in quantum 

sorting and quantum data permutation [98-100]. 

The research group at University of Florida designed four 

chips based on reversible computing. Frank published in 

reference [101] that cost-efficiency of irreversible computing 

may have hit a theromodynamic wall, whereas for reversible 

computing it can continue to improve [102]. These are just a 
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few examples of the applications of different reversible gates. 

Each gate has its own unique functionality and can be utilized 

in various contexts, depending on the specific requirements of 

the computation or algorithm. 

 

Table 1. Reversible logic gates summary 

 
Sr. No. Gate Name Quantum Cost Application 

1 cnot/ feynman gate 1 Duplication of output, inverter 

2 Toffoli gate 5 Universal logic gate 

3 Fredkin gate 5 Swap operation 

4 Peres gate 4 Subtractor 

5 Double feynman gate 2 Parity preserving 

6 BJN gate 5 Universal logic gate 

7 RMUX1 gate 4 Multiplexer 

8 TRG gate 4 Subtractor 

9 NEW gate 4 Adders 

10 SAM gate 4 Flip-flop implementation 

11 NFT gate 4 Parity preserving 

13 RC-1gate 5 Comparator 

14 UPG gate 4 Universal logic gate 

15 YAG gate 4 AND, OR, XNOR and EXOR implementation 

16 RMUX2 gate 4 Multiplexer 

17 HAS gate 5 Subtractor 

18 Double peres gate 6 Adders 

19 MRG gate 6 AND, OR, XNOR and EXOR implementation 

20 SAYEM gate 6 Flip-flop implementation 

21 tsg gate 14 Adders 

22 DKG gate 17 Adders 

23 SCL gate Not defined Six correction to get actual BCD sum 

24 BVF gate 2 Extracting necessary outputs to meet fan-out requirements 

25 alg gate 11 Adders 

26 PPHCG gate 6 Hamming error coding and detection 

27 IG gate 6 AND, OR, XNOR and EXOR Implementation 

28 MKG gate 13 Universal logic gate 

29 bme gate 5 Multiplier implementation 

30 PTR gate Not defined Adders 

31 PAOG gate 6 Universal logic gate 

32 rc gate 5 Comparator 

33 rc-ii gate 5 Comparator 

34 hng gate 6 Adders 

35 HCG gate 6 Hamming error coding and detection 

36 fas gate 8 Adders 

37 PPRG gate 7 Adders 

38 MG gate 7 ALU implementation 

39 od gate 10 Overflow detection 

40 ng-pp gate 5 Parity preserving 

41 HG-PP gate 4 Hamming error coding and detection 

42 BSCL gate Not defined Subtraction correction 

 

 
 

Figure 43. Comparison of quantum cost of reversible logic gates 
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5. CONCLUSION 

 

This comprehensive review paper serves as a meticulous 

exploration of reversible logic gates, taking into consideration 

over 50 distinct gate types, with prominent examples like the 

CNOT, Toffoli, and Fredkin gates. The paper's primary focus 

is to underscore the significant advantages associated with 

reversible logic, which encompasses a substantial reduction in 

power consumption, the pivotal aspect of information 

reversibility, and the notable decrease in heat generation 

during computation. 

The applications of reversible logic gates are profoundly 

diverse and span a spectrum of domains. In quantum 

computing, these gates hold a fundamental role in the 

implementation of quantum algorithms and in preserving 

quantum coherence during operations. In the arena of low-

power circuit design, where energy efficiency is a critical 

consideration, reversible gates have shown significant promise. 

They have been effectively harnessed in reversible arithmetic 

circuits, memory system design, and the development of error 

correction techniques, leading to reduced power consumption 

and an overall enhancement in circuit performance. 

Furthermore, the exploration of reversible gates extends its 

reach into the field of nanotechnology. It opens avenues for 

the potential advancement of molecular computing, which 

could lead to substantial progress in miniaturized computing 

systems, marking a significant development in the realm of 

information technology. 

Looking into the future, the field of reversible logic gates 

presents a host of opportunities for further research and 

innovation. These opportunities are closely tied to the field's 

ongoing challenges, including the design and optimization of 

larger reversible circuits, the development of efficient 

synthesis methodologies, and the exploration of new 

architectures and technologies that can effectively tackle the 

practical hurdles associated with implementation. Research in 

these directions promises to significantly advance the field's 

boundaries. 

The implications arising from this review are of practical 

importance. Reversible logic gates are positioned to contribute 

substantially to energy-efficient low-power circuit design, 

thereby extending the life of battery-powered electronic 

devices and promoting sustainable energy practices. 

Additionally, they have the potential to strengthen the security 

and performance of quantum computing, which is of 

paramount significance in the age of data security and 

quantum technological advancements. Beyond these 

applications, reversible gates have the capacity to 

revolutionize the field of nanotechnology, presenting avenues 

for molecular computing that could lead to the development of 

more compact and efficient computing systems. 

It is imperative to acknowledge the inherent limitations of 

this study. While it provides a comprehensive overview of the 

field, it does not delve into specific technical details. Moreover, 

the nature of quantum computing and its related fields is 

highly dynamic and continuously evolving, which means that 

the observations and analyses contained in this review are 

reflective of a specific point in time. 

In summary, this review functions as a meticulously 

constructed map of the intricate world of reversible logic gates, 

highlighting their remarkable advantages and multifaceted 

applications. The paper’s discussion of future research 

directions underscores the promising outlook for the field and 

underscores the practical implications, which could redefine 

the domains of low-power circuit design, quantum computing, 

and nanotechnology. 
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